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1. Introduction 
Since thecreation of the beautiful classical representation theory of the symmetric 
group S,, by Frobehius, Schur, and Young, it has been evident hat this theory is 
intimately tied in with combinatorics. The basic link between the two areas may be 
ascribed to the fact that the (ordinary) irreducible representations of Sn can’be put 
in natural one-one correspondence with the partitions of the integer n. However, 
the relationship goes much deeper. In the work of Frobenius and Schur, every 
character of S,, is shown to give rise to a certain symmetric function. In this way, 
relations between various types of characters of Sn are tied in with the relations 
between various types of symmetric functions. The investigation of the latter is, of 
course, highly combinatorial in flavor: see, for example, the classical work of 
Kostka [S, 61 and MacMahon [S]. 
In this paper, we exploit he theme of Frobenius and Schur described above. We 
shall apply certain combinatorial techniques to prove a result about characters of 
S,,. Then, reversing the path, we shall apply this character-theoretic theorem back 
to combinatorics, and deduce new combinatorial results. 
To describe the main results, let us first set up some notations. Following Hall [2], 
we shall write A t- n to mean that A is a partition of IZ. Frequently, it is convenient to 
express A as a descending partition A = (Ar, A*,. . . ), with A, 2 Az 3 l l l a 0, and 
CA I= n. On the set of all partitions of n, there are two natural orderings. ir\e first 
is the lexicographic ordering 2 : if A I- n and p I- n, A 3 p means that, after 
expressing A = (A,, AZ,. .), p = (p,, p2,. . .) as descending partitions, the tuple 
(A,, A2,. . . ) is lexicographically greater than or equal to (EL,, ~2,. . .)- The second 
ordering is called ‘majorization’ [15, p. 621: if A and (u . are written asdescending 
partitions as above, we define A D p to mean that At + l l l + hi a pl+ l l l + pi for 
all i. Note that 3 is always a linear ordering, but D is linear iff n 6 5. In fact, for 
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n 3 6, the descending partitions (n - 2,1,1) and (n - 3,3) will not be comparable 
under i> . Note, nevertheless, that A D p always implies A 3 p. 
For A I- n, let D(h) denote the irreducibte character of S, associated with the , 
partition A. For p = (p,, h2,. l . ) t- n, let A(& denote the character of the permuta- 
tion representation of S,, on the left coset space SJS,,, X & X . l l . Then, an 
intriguing question arises: VV!zen will the irreducible character D(A) appeur in the 
permutation character A(p)? Classically, it is well-known that D(A) appears in 
A(p) only if A a cc. In [16], Snapper improved this result o: D(A) appears in A(p) 
only if A D p (see also [l, Lemma 11). He then stated the converse of this as a 
conjecture [16, Conjecture 9l]. In this paper, we shall show that this conjecture is
. true:2 
Theorem 1. For A I- 1. :,g I- n, D(A) npllears in A(p) i’ A D g. 
It is possible to Jive two more equivalent versions of this result. First, by 
Frobenius Reciproc<ty, we may restate it as follows: 
Theorem 1’. If L is a (non-modular) irreducible &module affording the character 
D(A), then the subgroup SW, x S,,z x l l l has a non-zero fixed point on L iflp 4 A. 
A second equivalent formulation of Theorem 1 in terms of Schur functions 
follows by applying the famous theorem of Kostka (see [7, p. 1041, [9, p. 1641, [12, 
p. 591, [17, p. 1761): 
Theorem 1”. The Schur function corresponding to A t- n involves the monomial 
xpxt2. . . iffA Pp. 
Using a result of Snapper [161, we can apply Theorem 1 effectively to study 
certain questions concerning non-negative integral matrices (i.e. matrices (au) with 
0 < ay E 2). Our result is the following: 
Theorem 2. Let p = (pl, . . . , pr ) and a = (a,, . . . , crs) be partitions of n. Let p = 
Card{A I- n 1 A D p, A D a}. Then, there exist at least p non-negative integral r X s 
matrices, with row sums pl,. . . , p, and column sums ul,. . . , us, 
We can apply Theorem 1 equally well to study existence questions about 
(0, 1).matrices (= matrices with only zeros and ones, see [14]). The upshot of this is 
a new proof of the Gale-Ryser Theorem [3, 131, together with an interesting 
quantitative improvement thereof: 
Theorem 3. Let p, a be as in Theorem 2, and let g* t- n denote the conjugate 
2 See the Appendix. 
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partition of c (i.e. u* = (crt, crz, .. . ) with 07 = the number of q’s which are 2 i). 
Let k = Card(A F n : p Q A Q a*}. T;hen there exist at least k (0, l)-matrices of size 
r x s, with row sums pl,. . . , p,, and column sums al,. . . , a,. 
As an immediate consequence, we deduce: 
Carollary. ?%ere xists an I x s (0, I)-matrix with row sums pl,. . . , p, and column 
sums aI, . . . , us iff F Q u* (Gale-Ryser). If p = a*, there is exactly one such matrix 
(up to a permutation ofrows and columns - this is the so-called ‘maximal’ matrix 
in [15, p. 621); if pi a* , however, there are at least two such matrices. 
The last sentence (the “non-uniqueness” feature of the Gale-Ryser Theorem) 
can also be deduced irectly from the material on *interchanges’ in [ 15, pp. 67-681. 
I wish to thank R. Stanley who brought my attention to his work [ 171. I also thank 
Wu-Yi Hsiang for several timely discussions on symmetric functions, which took 
place precisely at the point when my interest began to shift in that direction. 
2. Skew plane partitions and the difference operation 
We assume the reader is conversant with the detailed representation theory of Sn, 
as presented in Littlewood [7], Mumaghan [9], and G. de B. Robinson [12]. In 
particular, we will use freely the additive isomorphism between the character group 
of S,, and the group of symmetric functions of degree n in Z[x,, x2,. . . 1. We shall 
denote this isomorphism by 7r (or, if necessary, by n;l). 
Recall that vr(D(h)) is the Schur function {A} associated with A I- n. On the other 
hand, n(A(&) is the product h, = h,,h,,*= l . , where h,, denotes the complete 
homogeneous symmetric function of degree (ui [9, p. 1081. 
Instead of proving Theorem 1, we shall formulate and prove a somewhat more 
general result (Theorem 3.1 below). To explain this, let n = m + t (m 2 0, t 2 0), 
and p )_ m, T t- t. Following G. de B. Robinson [12, p. 541, we can form a certain 
‘outer product’, A(&. D(r), which is a character of Sn. To obtain this, we view 
S, X S, as a subgroup of Sn, and form the direct product (or Kronecker product), 
A(& x D(T), for the group. S,,, x S, ; we then define A(p). D(r) to be the character 
of S, induced from the character A(p) x D(T) of the subgroup S,,, X St. Given A t- n, 
we may ask : When will D(A) appear as one of the irreducible constituents of
A(p). D(T)? We would like to answer this question in terms of a criterion involving 
the Young diagrams of the descending partitions A, T and cc. We denote these 
Young diagrams by Y(A), Y(r) and Y(p). 
First it is necessary to know m,,(A(p) . D(T)). Since A(p). D(T) is induced from 
&L)X D(T) on the direct product S,,, x St, we have the well-known rule: 
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W* (A(P ) . mjj = P, (A(p)). n, (D(7)) = h,,. {,7}. It is, therefore, necessary to know 
the resolution of h,. (7) 7 (h,,h, l . a ) . {T} in terms of the Schur functions of degree 
n. Now the rule for resolving h,. {T} for a single complete homogeneous ymmetric 
function h, of degree t is described by Littlewood [7, p. 921 (see also [ll, Section 61, 
[ 12, p. 61-&Z]). We quote from [7]: ‘The S-functions obtained in the product h,. {T} 
are those which correspond to the Young tableaux that can be built by the addition 
of I identical symbols to a tableau corresponding to the S-function {r}, no two 
identical symbols appearing in the same column’. The resolution for h,. (7) can tik 
be figured out from the Young diagram Y(7) by a sequence of applications of 
Littlewood’s rule, first adding p1 symbols, denoted by “I” (say),, then adding ~_CZ 
new symbols, denoted etc., until we exhaust all the ‘parts’ of p. At the 
end of this process, we ,get typically what Littlewood called a ‘Young tableau with 
repeated symbols’; if w ‘e ignore the original nodes of Y(T), our resulting tableau. 
will have ccl ones, pt tvvos, etc., with non-decreasing rows, and strictly increasing 
columns. In contempt r;iry terminology (e.g. [17]), such a tableau is said to”be a 
column-strict skew ph ne partition, moddo 7. (Note that [I7] requires, instead, that 
the rows be non-increasing, and the columns be strictly decreasing, but the 
difference is only notational.) 
The above prabcess ban also be reversed. Namely, if we start with a column-strict 
skew plane partition modulo 7, then we can systematically strip all the largest 
symbols, then all the second largest symbols, etc., until only the original diagram 
Y(r) remains. It is an easy exercise to see that, after we strip all the symbols 
3 i + 1, the configuration left is a Young tableau modulo 7, filled by the repeated 
symbols 1,2,. . . , i. 
In view of the above discussion, the job of finding the irreducibles in A(&. D(T) 
becomes that of characterizing the Young diagrams that can be filled by a 
column-strict skew plane partition modulo T, with pi symbols = i, for all i. Though 
the procedure of obtaining such Young diagrams by successive adjunction- of 
symbols is well-known. strangely enough, the characterization of these ‘Young 
diagrams has apparently never been sought after. In the following, we will try to 
bridge this gap.. 
Given A = (At, AZ,. . .) I- IZ, T = (~1, ~2,. l .) t- t (both descendi _:), with Ai 2 ri .for 
all i, we shall define a new partition A - r t- m = n - t, called the difference partition 
of A and T. To do this, we think of Y(A) as superimposed on Y(T), and write 
Y(A)- Y(T) to denote the set of nodes of Y(A) which are outside Y(T). We say 
that anode of Y(A) - Y(r) is on the first string of A - 7 if this node is either already 
on the top row of Y(A), or is directly below a node of Y(T). Inductively, a node of 
Y(A)- Y(r) is said to be on the ith string of A - T if it is directly below a node on 
the (i - l)st s&g. If Ui denotes the number of nodes on the i th string of A - r, then 
( al, Q2, l l l ) is easily seen to be a descending partition of m = n - t. We denote this 
partition by A - r, and shall henceforth write (A - T)~ for ai. 
For example, if A = (5,4,4,2) C 15, T = (3,2,1)t-6, then we have A - 7 = 
(5,&l) l-9. This is seen from the picture: 
, 
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where the dots represent he nodes of Y(r), and Xi marks a node on the ith string 
of A - 7. 
3. Statement and proof of the main result 
Using the notion of the difference partition, we can now formulate our main 
result: 
Theorem 3.1. Let A I- n, p I- m and T I- t be descending partitions, where n = m + t. 
Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) D(A) is one of the irreducible constituents of J(p ) . D (7); 
(2) for all i, we have hi 2 ri, and also A - r b ~1.’ 
If we let t = 0 in the above, the condition (2) wi be restored to A D p. Thus, 
Theorem 1 in the Introduction is seen to be a special case of Theorem 3.1 l
We now begin the prohf of Theorem 3.1. We start with the easier part: 
(1) =+ (2). From what we have said about the decomposition of A(p). D(T), we 
know that (1) implies that Y(A) supports a column-strict skew plane partition 
modulo r, with pi symbols L= i, for all i. First, it is evident that hi 2 ri for all i. 
Secondly, since the columns are strictly increasing, a symbol i in the plane partition 
must occupy a node some place on the first i strings of A - 7. There are pl + l l l + pi 
symbols < i, and these must all ‘cram’ into the first i strings of A - T, with 
altogether (A - r)l + l l l + (A - T)i available positions. We have, therefore, (A - 
7)1+ ***+(A -~)i apI+ l - l + pi for all i; in other words, A - T D p. This proves 
(I) * (2) 
To begin the proof of (2) -a (1) we first establish two lemmas. 
Lemma 3.2. Let A, B be adjacent nodes on the sume row of Y(A) - Y(r), with A on 
the left side of B. If A is on the j th string of A - T, and B is on the k th string of A - T, 
then j s k. 
roof. Label the nodes of Y(A) - Y(r) directly above A = A1 by AZ,. . . , Aj. The 
right-hand neighbor of each Ai must clearly be a node of Y(A)- Y(T). 
has at least j - 1 nodes of Y(A)- Y(T) directly above it. This shows that k a j. 
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In the above situation, if, for a given i, B belongs to one of the first i strings of 
A - T, then, so does A. It follows that: 
Lemma 3.3. Zf we add all nodes of the first i strings of A - 7 to Y(r), the result is a 
Young diagram of a certain descending partition. 
We shall henceforth denote this descending partition by A[i] (regarding 7 as 
fixed), with A[O] = 7. Note that the jth string of A - A [i] is nothing but the (i + j)th 
string of A - 7, so (A - A[i])] = (A - 7)l+&n the special case when Y(7) happens to 
be empty, Y(A[i]) is, of course, just the first i rows of Y(A).) 
Suppose A t- n satisfies the condition (2) of Theorem 3.1. To prove (1) in the 
Theorem, it is sufficient, by Section 2, to demonstrate he existence of a column- 
strict skew plane partition filling out Y(A)- Y(T), with pr symbols = i, for all i. 
Define S=A-7, and write a=(& ,..., a), p=(pr ,..., Pi), with &>0,~~>0. 
Since we assum : 6 D p, and since p is descending, we clearly have the following 
two inequalities,-: 
We will now carry out the existence proof by induction on s. To begin with, assume 
s = 1. From (3.4), we have 6 = (a,), p = (p,) (one-part partitions). In this case, we 
simply insert p1 symbols “1” to fill out the 6, = pl = m nodes of Y(A)- Y(V). We 
now proceed to the general inductive step. 
Let us label the (non-empty) columns of Y(A)- Y(T) by C,, C2,. . . , counting 
from right to left. The total number of such columns is clearly &, the number of 
first-string nodes of A ,- 7. Define A’ I- n - j by the property that Y(A’) is obtained 
from Y(A) by removing the bottom-most nodes of Cl,. . . , Cfi It is easy to see that 
Ai is a descending partition. Finally, d&ice 6’ = hi - 7, and define & l-m -j by 
Jut’ p, - j, and p(’ pk for other subscripts k. We shall say that 6 B fi is strict if 
s,+.** +&B/&i+ . l l + (,Li for all i < r. 
Suppose 6 D p is not strict. Pick i < r such that 6, + l * - + 8 = p1 + . l l + pia Then 
we can use the inductive hypothesis to handle separately A[i] modulo 7, and A 
modulo A [i]. Of course, we fill the i strings of A [i] - T with the symbols 1,2,. . . , i, 
and fill the r - i strings of A - A [i] with the symbols i + 1,. . . , s. The combined 
result will be a skew plane partition of A modulo 7, sathBfying all the required 
properties. 
We may thus assume that S D p is strict. Then, clearly, 8’ D p’. In the following, 
we will show how to continue this argument step by step. 
In general, suppose we have come to the point where 6j D ,EC’ (as partitions of 
m - j). If this is strict, then we will have ai+’ D $+‘, and may proceed to the next 
step. Suppose, therefore, that Sj D $ is not strict, so there exists i < r such that 
6’; + . ..++&+... + pi. The right-hand side is just pl + 0 l l + pi, since, by (3.4), 
i < r implies i < s. Thus, we have (S(, . . . , S{) D (p,, . . . , pi). Recalling that 6’ = 
A’ - 7, we may rewrite this as Aj[i] - T D (p 1,. . . , pi). By the inductive hypothesis, 
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there exists a column-strict skew plane partition filling out Y(A j[i]) - Y(r), with ccl 
symbols = 1,. . . , and pi symbols = i. It only remains to fill Y(A)- Y(Aj[i]), with 
an appropriate number of the symbols i + 1,. . . , and s. We claim that 
(3 5) . A -A’[i]D(~ci+,,.o~,~~s)~ 
If we can prove this, then, again by :he inductive hypothesis, we can fill 
Y(A)- Y(A’[i]) by a column-strict skew plane partition, with pi+1 symbols 
=i+l,..., and cc, symbols = s. In this way, we will have successfully filled out 
Y(A) - Y(r). 
Among the columns Cl, . . . , Cj of Y(A) - Y(r), suppose there are p of them with 
length s i. The bottom-most nodes of these p columns are now on the first string of 
A - h’[i], so (A - A’[i]), = p + &+,. For k > 1, the k th string of - Aj[i] i; nothing 
but the (i + k)th string of A - 7. Thus, 
(3 6) . A - Ai[i] = (p + I%+,, &+z,.  l ,a). 
Since p = (8, + =~*+8)-(SC+**.+SQ=(6t-*=*+61)-(~I+***+~i),thefirst k
parts of (3.6) add up to 
p+(G+l+ l ‘*+~+~)=6~+‘*‘+Gi+**‘+Si+~-(~~+“’+~i) 
= pi+1 + l ’ ’ + &+k. 
This holds for all k 2 1, proving the claim (3.5). 
Finally, we may assume that, in the above process, we are always in the ‘strict’ 
situation, so that aL D # for every k for which this makes sense. Now, the 
sequence {a’, S”, . . . } has S1 partitions in it. By (3.4), we may pick k = ps. For this k, 
the partition pk = &,. . . , ps-,) has fewer parts than cc. By the inductive 
hypothesis, there is a column-strict skew plane partition filling out Y(h “) - Y(T) 
with ccl symbols = 1,. . ., and prV1 symbols = s - 1. If we fill the bottom-most 
nodes of Cl, . . . , Ck by the symbol s, then, we will have filled out Y(A)- Y(7) to 
the desired specifications. The proof of Theorem 3.1 is now complete. 
The process described in the proof above is, in fact, quite easy to carry out, and 
one or two explicit constructions will serve to impart the flavor of the proof. For 
example, take A = (8,5,5,5,3)k26, and 7 = (3,3,2,1)l-9. For p = 
(3,3,3,2,2,2,2) I- 17, and ~1 = (6,3,3,3,2) I- 17, it may be checked that the proce- 
dure used in the proof yields respectively the following two skel*l plane partitions: 
. . . 23677 . ..lllSS 
. . . 3 4 . . . 2 2 
. . 14 5 . . 1 3 3 
. 125 6 . 1344 
123 124 
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Note also that, in the special case when Y(r) is empty, the procedure used in the 
proof can be somewhat simplified. For, if we denote the length of the column Cj by 
t~(j),then wehavecu(l)61~(2)~**.. At the point where we dealt with S* 0 pi, if 
this is not strict, say SC + l l l + Si= p{ + l l * + pi (with i < r), we will have a!(l)< 
l . . G a(j) G i. Thus, we may simply fill the bottom-most nodes of C,, . . . , Ci all by 
the symbol s, and fill Y(A’[i]) and Y(A)- Y(h’[i]) respectively by the inductive 
hypothesis. The latter is just the last r - i rows of Y(A), and will be filled by pi+l 
symbols = i + 1,. . . , and ps - j symbols = s. The important observation here is 
that the symbols entered onto the last t - i rows will be automatically on different 
rows and columns from those symbols s previously entered on Cl,. . . , Cd, so no 
conflicts can arise. I”in the skew case, however, this procedure is invalid, and we 
would have to proceed more cautiously, as in the proof given. 
We can record th : following corollaries of Theorem 3.1. 
Corollary 3.7. Therz exists a coluwrn-strict skew plane partition filling out Y(h)- 
Y(T) with pi symbcls = i for every i iff there exists such a plane partition filling out 
Y(A - 7). 
If we interpret Theorem 3.1 and the above Corollary in terms of the ‘relative’ 
Schur functions (A/r} discussed in [7, p. 109) and [ 17, Section 121, we obtain the 
following: 
Corollary 3.8. If Ai 2 7i for all i, then the relative Schur function (A/7) involves 
exactly the same monomials as the (absolute) Schur function (A - 7). In fact, these 
Schur functions involve the monomial x r*xf2 l l l if A - r D p. 
Of course, the coefficients of x r1xg2 0 l l in {A/T} and in {A - 7) need not be the 
same. For example, if A = (2,2, l), r = (l), then x:x2x3 appears with coefficient 1 in 
{A - r}, but with coefficient 2 in {A/r). A simple calculation shows that 
{A/?} = {2,2} + (2,1,1} 
=(A -7}+{2,1,1) 
= 2 x:x;+2 c x:x*x3+5.x1x*x3x+ 
This is a typical example of: 
Corollary 3.9. If Ai 2 Ti for all i,. then {A/r) has an expression {A - T} + x a, (cc), 
where a, 2 0, and the summation is over all p f A - 7. 
roof. If s = A - 7 = (St,. . . , en the coefficients of x flx$. 9 0 in {A - 7) and in 
(A/T} are both = 1 (see 117,s. 2.1)). This remark, together with Corollary 3.8 
and known facts about {A/T}, implies the conclusion of the corollary. 
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Using the expression for {h/r} derived above, and using again the same 
references in [17], we obtain the following self-strengthening of (3.7): 
Corollary 3.10. If hi 2 Ti for all i, then, the number of column-strict skew plane 
partitions supported by Y(A)- Y(r) with pi symbols = i for all i is always 2 the 
number of such plane partitions supported by Y(A - r). (This provides an interesting 
characterization for the non-skew Young diagrams.) 
Finally, we may restate Theorem 3.1 by Frobenius Reciprocity: 
Corollary 3.11. Let h i- n, p I- m and r t- t be descending partitions, where n = m + t. 
Then the following two statements are equivalent: 
(1) for all i, we have hi Z= rl, and also h - r b p ; 
(2) A(p) contains some D(v) (v t- m), such that D(A)/,,, contains D(v)x 
D(r)* 
4. Applications to integral matrices 
In this section, we shall use the notation * to mean two different things. For r t- n, 
T* shall denote the partition conjugate to 7. On the other hand, if x is a character of 
Sn, x* shall mean the product of x with the alternating character. 
Lemma 4.1. (1) * is an involution (in both cases). 
(2) (D(P))* = D(P “)* 
(3) A D 7 implies T * D A *. 
Proof. (1) is obvious and (2) is well-known. The proof of (3) is completely 
elementary, and will be left to the reader. 
Using our main result, Lemma 4.1, and a result of Snapper, we can now prove 
Theorem 3 stated in the Introduction. Given p = (p,, . . . , p,)t- n, cr = 
( Cl, . . ..(t.)t-n, let &tfio denote the set of r x s (0, Q-matrices with row sums 
W , . . . , p,, and column sums cl,. . . , a,. According to [ 16, (‘/. 1)], Card J&, = 
(A(&, A(a)*) ( c aracter inner product). Consider any irreducible character D(A), h 
A t- n. By Theorem l, 
D(A) appears in A(p) a p aA 
D(A) appears in A(a)* a D(A)* appears in A(o) 
e D(A*) appears in A(a) 
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ThUS, 
Card & = (UP ), A(a)*) 
(4 1 .2 
= c (A(u), WA)). (A(d*, D(A)) AE &cP] 
where [p, a*] denotes the ‘interval’ (A I- n : p d A Q a*}. Since each of the above 
summande is positive, the summation is 3 Card [p, a*]. This proves Theorem 3, 
and its corollary stated in the Introduction (the Gale-Ryser Theorem and its 
‘non-uniqueness’ feature) follows immediately. B 
Example. Find Card & for p = (4,3,2), (r = (3,2,2,2). This is a repetition of [ 16, 
Example IQ.l], but our techniques give a much more efficient calculation. By 
inspection, the interval [k+ a*] consists of only the end points. Since D(p) occurs 
exactly once in A(p), and D(a)* occurs exactly once in A(a)*, we have 
Card .& = (A(u)*, D(/JJ))+ (A(p), D(a*)). A quick glance at Murnaghan’s table 
[ 10, p. 4771 gives Carc;l & = 2 + 1 = 3. The three explicit solutions are given 
in [16]. 
The same method above applies to the study of non-negative integral matrices. 
Given p t- n and u k n, let &, denote the set of non-negative integral matrices with 
row sums pl,..., pr, and! column sums al,. . . , a,. Since Snapper has shown that 
Card JUG- = (A(p), A(a)) [t6, Corollary 3.11, we obtain 
(4 3) . 
which is, as before, no less than Card{A I- n : A D p, A D a}. This proves Theorem 2 
in the Introduction. 
5. The Knuth correspondence and symmetric matrices 
The formulas (4.3), (4.2) are obtained by Snapper [16] by. character-theoretic 
means, but they can also be derived naturally by using the Knuth correspondence 
and dual correspondence [4] (see also [17]). Let us explain, say, the derivation of 
(4.2) (cf. [1, Lemma 21). By [4], every matrix in & corresponds uniquely to a pair 
(P, Q) of column-strict plane partitions, supported respectively by two mutually 
coniugate Young diagrams Y(A), Y(A *), where P, Q have, respectively, pi and vi 
symbols = i, for all i. If we regard A as fixed, the number of possibilities for P and 
Q are, respectively, (A(p), D(A)) and (A(a), D(A *)) = (A(a)*, D(A)) (a standard 
fact). This proves (4.2). The considtration in Section 4 shows that A E [p, a*] are 
precisely those partitiuns which will occur in practice. The proof for (4.3) using the 
nuth correspondence is the same. 
The advantage of using the Knuth correspondence instead of [16] is two-fold. 
First, using our construction in Section 3, coupled with the inverse of the 
Knuth-Schensted algorithm, we can produce explicitly Card [cc, cr*] matrices in 
A&,,, and Card(h I- yt : A D p, A D v} matrices in &.,. Secondly, the Knuth corre- 
spondence also yields information about symmetric matrices, at least in the case of 
AL,,. We shall now explain this. 
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We assume henceforth that p = cr. Here, of course, we are particularly interested 
in sym(.&J and sym(J&) - the sets of symmetric matrices in .I&, and .&. From 
[4, Theorem 41, we deduce as above that 
Cardsym(&d = c (A(p), D(A)). 
APlr 
From this equation, we obtain the following: 
Proposition 5.1. Card sym(d&) equals the total number of irreducible constituents 
of A@ ). If k = Card{A t- n : A D ~1, there exist at least k symmetric matrices with 
non-negative integer entries, having the prescribed row sums p 1, . . . , p,. (Of course, 
we always have k 2 2? unless the matrices being cordsidered are 1 x 1.) 
For example, when ccl = l l l = pu, = 1, A(g) is the regular character, and the 
above amounts to the interesting equation: 
x deg D(A) = Card{x E S, : x2 = 1). 
Akn 
Finally, we consider sym(.&,). Unfortunately, Knuth’s duaJ correspondence 
does not seem to yield much information. We can, nevertheless, ktermine the 
parity of Card sym(&,). Let sym[p, p *] denote the set of self-conjugate partitions 
in [p, JLC *]. The interval [p, p *] is clearly stable under *, and we may write a disjoint 
union: 
[P, P *] = {AI,. . . , AP) U (71,. . . , 74) U (6.. ., T:}, 
with {Al,. . . , API = sYm[P, P *I* If 
A(p) = 2 aihi + C biTi + x ciTT+***, 
then 
and so 
Card & = (A(p), A(p)*) = C a:+ 2. c bicj. 
On the other hand, since sym(J&,) is the fixed point set under transposition on 
.k&, we have 
Card syrn@& ) = Card J&+ (mod 2). 
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Reading the last two equations mod 2, we have 
Card sym(&,) = 2 a: = c ai (mod 2). 
We have thus proved the following: 
Proposition 5.2. The number of symmetric (0, I)-matrices with prescribed row sums 
PI, . . l , p, is of tk same parity as the totul number of self-conjugate irreducible 
constituents of A(&. In particular, if A(& has an odd number of self-conjugate 
irreducible constituents, there will be at least one symmetric (0, Q-matrix with the row 
sums PI ,..., CL,. 
Example. Study Afic anrct sym(&) for p = (3,2,2,2) I- 9, with p * = (4,4,1). By 
inspection, [CL, p*] has ~ I single self-conjugate partition hr = (3,3,3), and rr = 
(4,4,1), ?*=(4,3,2), r>.=(4,3,1,1), and rt=(3,2,2,2), ~:=(3,3,2,1), T$= 
(4,2,2,1). The irreducib’:c haracter D(A,) occurs with multiplicity 1 in A(&, so we 
can predict that there is an odd number of symmetric (0, I)-matrices with row sums 
3,2,2,2. In fact, by inspection, sym(JdC,,) consists of four matrices with first row 
(O,l, 1, l), three matriczs each of first row (l,O, 1, l), or (l,l,O, l), or (l,l, 1,O). 
Thus, Card sym(&) = 4 + 3.3 = 13. The multiplicities of 7j and 7 7 in A(p) are: 
br = 4, bz = 6, bj = 3, and cl = 1, c2 = 2, c3 = 3 (see the table on [ 10, p. 477)). Thus, 
Card .Acy, = 1’+2.(4.1+:6.2+3.3)=51. 
It is possible that [p, cc *] # 0, but sym[p, p *] = 0. (For example, if p = (4,2,2,1), 
then p * = (4,3,1, I)r> CL, and [F, pl*] consists only of the end points, so 
sym[p, p *] = 0.) However, is it possible that , $cccp # 0, but sym(&,) = 0? In other 
words, if p Q cc*, must there exist a symmetric (0, 1).matrix, with the row sums 
p1, &? . . . . 
Appendix 
After the completion of this paper, I learned from Professor E. Snapper that a 
proof of Theorem 1 has appeared in a joint paper by Liebler and Vitable: Journal 
of Algebra 25 (1973) 487-489. However, our other material has no -overlap with 
their article, and the two proofs for Theorem 1 are quite different. Thus, I decided 
to publish the present work in its original form. In this appendix, we shall discuss 
the Liebler-Vitale‘paper (abbreviated as [LV]), and obtain a further generalization. 
The main result of [LV] is the following, which clearly implies the truth of 
Snapper’s original conjecture: 
ewem (LiebIer-Vitale). lf p I- m and v I- m, then v b p iff A(& - A(v) is a 
proper character (or zero) of S,,,. 
Thus, [IV] generalizes !inapper’s conjecture in one’ direction, whereas our 
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present work generalizes it in another direction (the ‘skew’ case). We shall now 
obtain a result which makes use of the two generalizations at the same time. 
Theorem. Suppose cc t- m, v I- m, r I- t, and n = m + t. Then, the following three 
statements are equivalent: 
(1) VD p; 
(2) www-M+D( r 1 is a proper character (or zero) for S,, ; 
(3) every irreducible character in A(V). D(T) occurs in A(p). D(T). 
Proof. (1) + (2) follows from [LV], and the linearity of the outer product. 
(2) + (3) is obvious. We now assume (3), and try to prove (1). Let A denote a 
typical descending partition of n with Ai 2 Ti for a’hl i. Restating (3) in view of 
Theorem 3.1, we have 
I (3 ) h-TDV _ A-TD~. 
Consider the ‘sum’ of the conjugate partitions: T* + v*, defined by (T* + V*)i = 
T? + vf, for all i. (This amounts essentially to ‘juxtapJsition’ of the corresponding 
columns of Y(T) and Y(v).) Now choose h = (T* + v*)*. It, may then be shown that 
A - T = v. (A written proof would look clumsy, but drawing a little picture makes 
the proof unnessary!) From (3’), we then obtain v D p, which completes the proof. 
Note added in proof. 
Thanks are due to Andreas Dress who pointed out to me that the representation 
theory of Sn and the lattice structure of partitions are also of interest to theoretical 
chemists in the study of the chirality phenomenon of molecules. For results 
developed by theoretical chemists in this direction (some of which are related to 
Theorem 1 in this paper), see: 
E. Ruth and A. Schiinhofer, Theorie der Chiralittitsfunktionen, 
Theoretica Chimica Acta 19 (1970) 225-287; 
A. Mead, E. Ruth and A. Schonhofer, Theory of chirality functions, generalized 
for molecules with chiral ligands, Theoretica Chimica Acta 29 (1973) 269-304; 
and the bibliographies contained therein. 
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